
INTRODUCTION
Establishing new academic programs is a long-term process. 

Short-term but intensive programs, as a summer school for exam-

ple, are easier in setting up and can also be used as experimental 

hubs (thinker spaces). To this end, in 2 1 , we started to organi e 

a summer school in, what we call, Seamless Retail Design  in coop-

eration with Technical University of Delft (TUD) and Politectnico 

di Milano (Polimi). We presented the students with the challenge 

to create retail environments which seamlessly combine the spatial 

(physical environment), the digital and the human (experiential) fac-

tor. This challenge is not chosen randomly. Indeed, today, three clear 

phenomena have changed the way retail needs to be done drastical-

ly. Firstly, consumers are more aware of their own buying behavior 

which reflects on their shopping behavior. Secondly, the scarce time 

people have and want to spend on shopping, they wan t to spend it in 

a nice environment ( uartier, 2 17). The third phenomenon is relat-

ed to the digital revolution, which has changed consumer behavior 

profoundly. Creating holistic and seamless brand experiences, which 

transcend the boundaries of online and offline channels is crucial 

(Rigby, 2 1  an Ossel, 2 1  van Tongeren, 2 1 ). 

So, the fundamental change in the context within which retailers 

will have to function today and in the near future also asks for a differ-

ent design approach  how we design stores has changed from a mere-

ly design perspective to a more multi-disciplinary one ( immerman 

and Teufel, 2 15). To this end, we set up the summer school as an 

experimental environment in which students from different back-

grounds and disciplines, though, with a relation to retailing and design 

(e.g. interior design, architecture, product design, marketing, graphic 

design and media design), can collectively reflect on the challenges 

and opportunities of the store of the future. [For second paragraphs 

that you would like to indent, choose following paragraph] Imo in 

plam, officiliqui blaccul laborit, to doluptatem. Nem doloratur, con pli-

gend icatqui num ipsunt.

EVOLUTION SUMMER SCHOOL SET-UP 
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During the first three years, after a selection process, the sum-

mer school received subsidies from Study in Flanders. During those 

three years the summer school was organi ed during two weeks. The 

aim was to close the gap, which was explicitly present at that time, 

between the offer in educational programs on retailing and design. 

Concerning the retail educational offer in Europe, two perspectives 

were found - one of design and one of marketing. While retail design 

is often characteri ed as a design discipline closely related to, or as a 

sub field of interior design, having a rather conservative approach, the 

marketing perspective is primarily theoretically oriented and offers 

limited insight nor skill building in how to implement retail strategies 

into an actual store design (see uartier, Lommelen, anrie, 2 1 , 

1- 9, for a more extended review). We saw the opportunity in the

void on the crossover of theory  practice, and retail design  mar-

keting. Indeed, in order to fully grasp the evolutions and to come

up with effective stores an interdisciplinary approach (integrating
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knowledge and methods from different disciplines, using a real syn-

thesis of approaches) seemed to be the answer. The more so because 

in practice, the advantages of such an interdisciplinary approach were 

already widely accepted by retail design companies which include 

cross-channel design in their service. They rely on a wide range of 

speciali ed designers such as product-, graphic-, web- and interior 

designers that cooperate intensely to come to desired and valuable 

designs. Moreover, non-designers like psychologists and sociologists 

are invited to the team to better understand and service the audience 

they are jointly designing for.

The program typically consisted of morning sessions where stu-

dents are introduced to state-of-the-art knowledge brought by 

academics and experienced practitioners regarding four major 

themes  retail design, marketing, digital media and future trends. In 

the afternoon, the students actively engaged in a design workshop 

in the multidisciplinary teams we composed. Each day, the teachers 

of the morning sessions assisted in supervising the afternoon ses-

sions to ensure an optimal integration of knowledge transferred in 

the morning. Furthermore, students were inspired with field trips to 

Brussels, Antwerp and particular innovative sites where examples of 

strong designs in line with retail .  (retail after the crisis of 2 8) 

could be found.
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After the succes of the first three years, we took a leap and contin-

ued organi ing the summer school even though the subsidies ended. 

To keep the summer school affordable we changed the format into 

a crash course of one week. We also enlarged the possible target 

group, by making the summer school open to not only students but 

also young professionals. Additionally, the following changes were 

made (see table 1)

 a sponsor was added to give a real life assignment on the 

one hand, and co-financing on the other.

 The experiment, we did in the third year of organi ing the 

summer school, in which wok-shops of a whole day were included (in 

stead of theory in the morning and design studio in the afternoon) 

was further implemented due to its succes. So rather than having a 

lecture of half a day, the teacher focused on an interactive session 

with small exercises during the day, leading to building blocks for 

the final design.

The teaching team evolved from a 5 5  balance pro-

fessor versus experts from practice, to a 8 2  balance due to the 

time frame of one week and the addition of a sponsor. This shift was 

only possible because we started to developed design tools based 

on expert insights. These tools help the professor to integrate the 

multi-disciplinary approach without having the full multi-disciplinary 

teaching team as we had during the first three years.

Table 1. Evolution of the summer school during six years.

OBJECTIVES

During the last years we have developed a steady program and 

framework in which three objectives are key

working in interdisciplinary teams of both stu-

dents and teachers

combining expertise from practitioners with theoretical

input from researchers

 working with a real life design assignment
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The first objective, the interdisciplinary character, we guard by 

composing an interdisciplinary teaching team on the one hand, and 

recruit students and young professionals from different disciplines, 

on the other. We managed to get a large variety of disciplines each 

year (e.g. interior architecture, architecture, product design, environ-

mental design, fashion design, marketing, Management  Technology, 

MBA, etc.). Also many different cultural backgrounds are pres-

ent. During the last edition students as far as from Hong ong and 

Bra il participated.

The experts (from practice) we invite to host a work-shop are 

selected carefully  one product developer teaching the students a 

consumer-centred approach  a marketeer brand designer, helping 

the students to get a grip on branding  and several retail designers 

helping the students to translate the concept into a feasible design.

As for the students, they work in small, heterogeneous groups, 

interdisciplinary teams that are carefully composed based on the their 

study background. Hence, the learning curve does not only come 

from experts, it also comes from the interaction within a group. 

The second objective, combining expertise, is inherent present 

in the program we offer. Students are introduced to state-of-the-

art knowledge from both academics and experienced practitioners 

during design work-shops. And, the students are coached in the 

design studio by a team of local and international design supervisors. 

A researcher, part of our team, curates the designworkshops and 

small design assignments that help building up the design from idea, 

to concept, to design.

We want students to reflect on the store of tomorrow. To this end, 

for our third objective, each year we select a large scale local retail-

er that has a need that fits our program  a new (concept) store, inte-

grating all media. By having students from a different social contexts 

and from various relevant disciplines collaborating on such a concrete 

design assignment, we wish to come to refreshing and innovative 
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ideas. The retailer actively takes part in the program by feeding our 

students with the necessary knowledge and insights, and be part of 

the jury (which is set up as a pitch) at the end of the summer school 

providing the students with valuable feed-back.

OUTCOME

The intended outcome for the summer school as it is the last couple 

of years, is dual. Of course, firstly, it is to come up with fresh ideas for 

the store of tomorrow in general, and with a design of it for the spon-

soring retailer. Secondly, on students behalf, we aim for the following 

competencies to be achieved   

 the students are familiar with retail design  as a multidis-

ciplinary domain 

students learn to collaborate with students from other

disciplines and backgrounds on concrete assignments

students learn to convert (state-of-the-art) knowledge

from practice and research into relevant innovative concepts and 

designs in a relatively short period of time

 by confronting them with international teachers and the 

cooperating and living together with an international group of stu-

dents, they acquire intercultural skills.

EVALUATION

Based on the evaluations, we see that we have developed a suc-

cessful formula. Indeed, each year the summer school is assessed by 

the students through a survey, while the academic stakeholders and 

the practitioners are interviewed. The evaluations are conducted one 

week after the end of each summer school. The results improve each 

year (which of course is the ambition since we actually act upon the 

feed-back we receive), leading to very positive feed-back after the last 

edition in 2 18 (edition 2 19 will start August 21). A critical assess-

ment of the last two editions indicated that the strong elements of 

the summer school set-up are its inter-disciplinary and the interna-

tional character  and the cross-over between research and practice 

by feeding the students with both academic knowledge - giving them 

insights in the latest research results - as practice - providing them 

design methodologies and thinking models. Finally, the workshop for-

mule, tools offered, and the strict timing, with the partial assignments 

cumulating into one design were very much appreciated.

What remains a challenge though, seems to be the difficulty of 

designing on a conceptual level. It is new to most students to start 

designing from a big idea of what could be, fitting within the retail-

ers identity, to a detailed design that tells the story in each design 

aspect, taking consumer behavior into account. What we see is that 

they often start with smaller ideas which they want to combine in one 

whole. As a retail designer you need to guard the big idea and base 

every decision on it, so it is important to achieve that skill. Once taken 

that bridge, we noticed that the creativity of the design students 

together with the more theoretical view and communication skills 

of marketing students pushes the design one step forward towards 

more well-founded and relevant outcomes.

FLASH-FORWARD

Currently, we are in the tasting phase  of optimi ing 

the summer school formula into a traveling one of 5 days 

(Monday-Friday) so more students, and teachers, are able 

to learn from this approach. The ambition to do this started 

with a question of one of our partner universities to organi e 

a low-cost seamless retail design work-shop in their depart-

ment, based on the summer school formula, including the 

same competencies. As a first experiment in testing how to 

teach these competencies in a contained short period of time 

we proposed a three-fold model that contains three different 

ways of learning. First, the students from the home universi-

ty get to learn the craft of retail design in the most efficient 

way. Second, Master students from our university, that should 

know the craft, get to learn how to communicate it to others, 

in team. Indeed, literature on educating design shows that 

when students need to explain the knowledge they gained to 

other students the learning curve increases enormously. We 

notice a gap between knowing about retail design and apply-

ing what they know. Last, we felt the need of not only teach 

students about retail design but also teachers. Training the 

trainer is of course also a more sustainable way of spread-

ing the knowledge. To this end, the tools we developed for 

the students, now come with a teachers manual . The teach-

er of the home university is also asked to co-supervise the 

work-shop so all stakeholders can learn. So, our traveling 

model requires that the teacher will be joined by a small team 

of our master students (  tot 5). The students help with the 

disseminating of the knowledge by being part of one or two 

groups, leaving more time for the teacher to train the train-

er. Our master students are also evaluated on their skills as 

a team-member, as a knowledge disseminator and how they 

translate the theory into practice.

The content of the work-shop remains roughly the same, 

smaller assignments that need to be finished by the end of 

each day, cumulating into the final design. To be able to work 

efficient and to assess the competencies, we developed a tem-

plate students need to follow when presenting. 

Up to know we have tested the concept two times. Once 

in Politecnico di Milano, one of our summer school partners, 

and once in Cape Peninsula University of Technology (CPUT, 

Cape Town). Figure 1 shows two examples of the outcome, 

both presented in the template. 

Due to the positive evaluations, particularly on the struc-

ture and strict timing in combination with the tools, the for-

mula and template will also be used in the upcoming summer 

school in August (2 19).

CONCLUSION

We have used and developed the summer school as an 

experiment in which teachers and students were not only 

looking at what the store of the future should look like but 
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also as an experiment in how to shift the more conservative thinking 

in retail design, as a mono-discipline originating from architecture, 

to a multi-disciplinary one. So, on pedagogical level we have tried to 

establish a framework in which theory and practice are joined into 

an educational program. However, the think thank that originated six 

years ago, still continues its search to how retailers should respond to 

the changed society and consumer behavior. This challenge remains 

relevant and the outcome will continue to change as the society also 

keeps changing. The set-up of the summer school was the hunch. 

After six years of organi ing and adapting its formula the answer has 

become clear and is ready to be subjected to peer review. Though this 

paper is not focussing on the answer of the question (the results of 

the design assignment), it is about the process and mind shift tradi-

tional architects and interior architects need to make in order to help 

the retailer stay relevant in todays conjunctuur. Students are given 

time to collectively reflect during one week on the store of tomorrow, 

which is often even more than a design agency can do. The results 

of each summer school are published in professional literature (retail 

journals) so all stakeholders connected to retail in general the can 

benefit from the students insights. 
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CORE concept

There are four user types: 
An oriental: fast experience, he knows what to buy and his research is direct.
A food seeker’s first goal is exploration: he wants to find new tastes and recipes; his 
visit is longer because he wants to discover all the products.
An exotic food lover: already knows the products and how to treat them; his visit is 
shorter than the one of a food seeker, but not as fast as an asian user.
Restaurant Owner: many restaurants purchase ingredients from Kathay.

Ethnic, economic, efficient. Kathay wants to create a new link between 
the ethnic and Italian community.

Make the ethnic cuisine an everyday practice in the Italians’ kitchens. 
Kathay is the greatest oriental foodstore in Italy, which offers a wide 
range of asian products. The store offers the opportunity to deliver 
them throughout Italy.

Tidy, compared to other oriental supermakets; 
Placid because it provides a different kind of atmosphere, 
more Introverted and reserved.

The most important values of the brand are authenti-
city, knowledge of a foreign cuisine, wide offer, 
honesty and quality.

Kathay has two main goals: to serve the 
community of foreigners, as they have 
always done, and to respond to the 
ever-increasing demand for exotic 
products.

Sale of exotic products coming from 
China, Japan, India, Middle East 
and Thailand directly imported 
from their country of origin, 
organized in geographic wards.

BRAND promise
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BRAND values

BRAND mission

BRAND vision
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Moodboard Sense Matrix Materialboard Strategic floorplan Visualizations

Scent

Artificia l

Scent of products, materials,…

Sound

Music  
(radio, playlist, live music ,…)

Acoustics  
(talking people, footsteps ,…)

Touch

Touch 
(material cash desk, seating, ,…)

Climate
(temperature, cleanliness ,…) 

Taste

Service (free ) 
(coffee/water, samples ,…)

Products (sell ) 
(coffeebar, snacks,… )

Sight

Design language  
(materials, proportions, colours ,…)

Visual stimuli  
(lighting , visuals,…)

Display
2,5x1,5m

Refrigerator

Shelf

Wall Shelf

Rice paper wall

Cash desk
1,5x1m

Entry

Exit

Japan

China

Thailand

India

Middle est

Patio

Fruits displayFruits displayRefrigerators

Rice paper wall

Refrigerators

Cash desk Shelf Wall shelfs

Pay Thailand

Japan

Middle East India

Middle East
India

Thailand
China

China

Japan

Thailand

Japan

Middle East

India

Amount of goods per Country

China

Wallpaper | Walls

Ceramic tiles | Floor

Steel | Shelfs 

Rice Paper | Walls 

Wood | Finiture Finishes

Bamboo Plants | Hall

Asian Stones | Hall

Shopping cart Kathay Take Away Kathay Supermarket (Patio)

Entrance Take Away Main Entrance

Food seeker

Food lover

Take Away

Firgure 1. The template containing the brand pyramid, moodboard, sense matrix,
materialboard, strategic floorpan and visuali ations for Fnac and athay (both 
projects done by students of Polimi).
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Customer care

Customer care

Customer care

High quality

High quality Making curious

Making curious Interaction

Scent of the 
products

Topic playlist

Materials, orderly

Way finding, lighting

Good and attractive 
presentation

Lighting

Materials and 
products you can try

Live concerts and 
meetings

Making curious

Disposition

Lighting

All the products

All the products

All the products

Video and musical 
products

All the products

Isolation

All the products

All the products Sound-absorbent 
panels

Place to listening to 
the music

Different materials for 
the floor

Different colours for 
the kind of shopping

Division of the areas 
based on the 
products

Area designate for 
the connection of 
people and interests

Understand the 
products you’re 
going to buy

primary target audience

core concept

brand promise

brand personality

brand values

brand mission

brand vision

Technological people who would like learning in every 
possible way. Millennials are the ones who looks like 
this kind of people.

High quality products at an affordable price

Huge variety of items in the store, availability of 
different brands.

It makes possible interaction between different types
of providing culture. curious, active, attractive

- Custumer care
- Interaction
- High quality
- Making curious

To spread culture in an affordabole way 

- Accessible
- Affordable

targetmetaphor

Millennials 
Young people can enter the 
store and find some areas 
where they can try a products 
creating theme areas.

SURFING THE MIND.
Like synapses that transport 
the information to the centre.

Someone wants to buy a present for a friend. He really knows 
his friend and he knows what he likes, but because of the wide 
selection of products he’s undecided. The prepared staff will 
help him successfully.

There are lots of spots where people can do things about what 
they have come to buy. They can read a book if they do not 
want to return in the city caos, or listening to the cds they’re 
going to buy.

There are lots of meetings in the store: with book’s authors 
and musicians. There will be areas that can host all the people 
interested in the meetings. All of theese will take more people 
in the store and they will spend more time in fnac.

situation one

situation two

situation three

SURFING THE MIND

Workshop Tirocinante
The craft of Retail Design
Docenti:
Giulia Gerosa, Katelijn Quartier,  Andrea Mafredi

Studenti:
Sara Belloli, Beatrice Maria Cantalupi, 
Giuliana La Monaca, Daniela Migliavacca

Flows

The disposition of the several areas is made by the interaction 
between the different cathegories of products. 

Brand values are translated in centre of the store.

height: 250cm

height: 130cm

height: 180cm

height: 110cm

height: 100cm

Lights are used to separate the areas on the floor. In the cen-
tre the brand values are explicated. The store is also divided 
in four areas: the interaction zone in the centre with the info 
point; then an area for high quality products; another one for 
the impulsive shopping and the last one where people go for 
specific shopping. The forniture has different heights based on 
in which area it is.

MaterialboardMoodboard
The Plan

Info point

Interaction zone

Book

Events

Travel

Photography

Informatics

Sport

Video

Music

Cash desk

Sense Matrix

Interaction zone

Impulsive shopping

High quality products

Specific shopping
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